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About This Game

Turbo Pug is back! And this time, he's three dimensional!
Join Turbo Pug and friends, sprint your way through a randomly generated voxel world with scaling difficulty.

Turbo Pug 3D - Fast paced, casual fun.

Key Features:

Enjoy the popular Turbo Pug fast paced, timing based, runner game-play style in a whole new way!

Delve into a randomly generated 3D voxel world

Grab Pug coins and unlock new characters and hats!

Equip hats on different characters

Global leaderboards - 'Daily' and 'All time'

A stunning day/night cycle
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half buck? accept!. Very fun!
But I want to download the soundtrack... I want it so much. Its soundtrack is genius.. Its interesting

Edit: Full review here - http:\/\/puu.sh\/tfZNs. Nice game. Very futuristic and retro at the same time.. I love games set during
the zombie apocalypse, especially when you have to actually survive like this game makes you. Good choices and characters and
nothing too unrealistic. If you don't read you will get MERKED so you have to read, I will be the first to say I do not read. Ever.
But that don't mean you should not play this. You should.. looks like a good game ????? you can not play with joystick key
bourd only not good
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Game is good. Okay, I might be in the minority, but I wasn't reading this series to become a detective. I am not sure I will even
finish the story and that is a shame because the first 2 books were so good.

This doesn't even feel like the same series. I am not a big fan of who dunnit stories, and I certainly wasn't expecting it here.

It sad that I can't recommend this book, despite loving the first 2 books of the series, but unless you are looking for or love
detective stories stay away, because you are no longer a bad a$$ ronin, but a sad replica of Sherlock Holmes.. Words cannot
describe this game or control units apparently. Has unique climate. Different, more real than for instance Guns Of Icarus, which
is rather boring to us. I play it a lot with my sons. We happen to be one of the best cooperative teams.. Well of course it's not as
complicated as a real Linux terminal process but this game features some real basics and mind games for people who are
interested in computer process and etc.. This game is just awesome.
Way more complex than all the other Game Dev things out there.
Don´t let you scare by the graphics, this game has so much depth and is so fun to play, you easy can live with the pixel gfx.
It´s really fun to experiment and learn the game.
Not easy, very challenging. I failed everytime so far and it´s good! Not too easy, you have to "work" with the game.
I really can feel what a game studio my feels when things go wrong or the feeling when a game sells really good.
That´s really satisfactorily.

I wish i would have more time, but i bet in the next months i´ll be spending many hours on this till i got the perfect release :D

For this little money a must have if you like this sort of games!
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